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Method and Sample

Economic forecasts project an estimated half-million engineering job openings in
the United States over the next decade due to anticipated retirements and job
growth (PCAST, 2012). As the nation’s economically competitive position in the
world relies on the strength of its STEM workforce (National Academy of
Sciences, 2011), whether engineering graduates enter engineering careers is of
national concern. As such, meeting the U.S. need for engineering professionals
will require not only improving the capacity for institutions to produce
engineering degrees but also strengthening the pipeline from degree completion
to entry into the engineering workforce.
Very few studies have been able to follow students after they leave their
undergraduate institutions to determine how their aspirations translate into
career decision-making behaviors, so this analysis stands to make an important
contribution.
The present study aims to better understand differences in career pathways
taken by engineering graduates based on whether they aspired to engineering
at college entry or switched into engineering later. Comparisons between
pathways into engineering and other fields—both non-STEM and other STEM
fields—will be investigated.

Post-college Pathways Taken by Engineering
Graduates
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1,956 students, 185 institutions
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Analyses:
Multinomial Logistic Regression

12.35%

Pre-college academic preparation
High School GPA***

Dependent Variable:
Post-college career or educational pathway
 Engineering pathway, other-STEM pathway, non-STEM
pathway
Sample Demographics

5.68%

-13.39%

4.51%

College Experiences
Estimated Undergraduate Debt**
Worked with Faculty on Research***
Participated in a Structured Research Program*

7.50%
6.36%
4.98%

Initial Engineering Aspirant (ref: Late Comer)***

(%)
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Type: Four-year College***

3.37%
9.85%
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Years of Study in HS: Physics***
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Institutional characteristics
Control: Private***
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Type: Four-year College***
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Conclusions
Most students who graduate with engineering degrees choose an engineering pathway
after college—either enrolling in a graduate program or joining the workforce.
Women are more likely to leave STEM than men, but for those who stay in STEM, female
engineering graduates are more likely to move on to engineering pathways.
Several college experiences relate to choice of post-college pathway:
Working with faculty on research and participating in a structured research program
increase students’ likelihood of choosing engineering over non-STEM pathway.
Engineering graduates who worked with faculty on research or received mentoring
from faculty are more likely to choose an other STEM pathway over engineering,
suggesting they may have gone into research.

